Are you prepared for the current virus threats?
If you watch the news today it appears that the world is being held hostage by viruses. Regardless if that virus is
the common cold or a childhood disease or deadly hemorrhagic viruses. I believe we need to take another look
at viruses as a whole. A different look from a perspective of Natural Energy Medicine.
As an owner and operator of one of our LazrPulsr Therapy systems you have been trained to look at infectious
disease a little differently. We train our doctors and users to provide the body with the causes of health, not to
attempt to remove the causes of disease.
Fortunately the causes of health are very similar for all viral infections from the common cold to the most virulent
and lethal viruses known to man. Therefore a similar common therapy program will work equally well for almost
all viral infections. This therapy program is composed of two primary components and one common sense
component. First is a Natural Energy Medicine therapy program that specifically targets the function of the viral
immune system of the body. Secondly is the proper nutrients the body requires to arm the immune system to
properly defend itself. Combine this with the common sense of Public Health (cleanliness) and there is little to
fear from any virus.
We know that the LazrPulsr Therapy system is one of the most advanced natural energy medicine systems
available and has the ability to stimulate the body’s immune system to respond properly to most current viruses
even the ones that have been genetically engineered. So it stands to reason that we can very effectively prepare
and protect the body from all viruses even the ones that we have not yet been exposed to.
We at LazrPulsr System have spent a great deal of time and research developing two separate programs to
prepare the body for current viruses and whatever viruses the future may hold.
1. Viral therapy: This program is to help a patient recover that has been infected by a virus.
2. Viral immune: This program is even more important as it is designed to do two different things. First it
can stimulate the body to create an immunity for many known viruses in the non-infected patients. A
very natural method of developing natural immunity to viruses. Secondly it can prepare the body’s viral
immune system to quickly manage new viral infections preventing them from becoming severe.
There is a specific Viral Immune therapy card which is required for the viral immune program. This card can be
utilized as many times as needed. Call LazrPulsr System for more information and how to purchase.
The Red Thyme essential oil is a vital part of both programs. Each vile contains a single patient dose for the
infected patient program and three patient doses for the non-infected immune program. Not all Red Thyme Oil
is effective. Oils from different regions and extractions have a different effect on viruses. (Call for more
information)
Nutrition:
All patients should be on a nutritional support program as the American diet does not provide adequate
nutrients to support the immune health for most people.
We recommend several nutrients in our viral programs. In the Viral therapy program for infected
patients we recommend Chlorophyll Complex. This nutrient is vital if the viral infection causes bleeding
(Hemorrhagic).
The body’s ability to fight off viral infections is dependent on several nutrients. When any of these are
deficient in any amount the body’s immune system will be significantly compromised in its ability to
fight off any viral infection.
The following is a list of nutrients we recommend: (these are from Standard Process Labs)
Immuplex

Cataplex C
Cataplex F
Calcium Lactate
Cataplex A
To understand the significance of these nutrients I invite you to go to our web site and listen to a short
video describing each of these nutrients and how they work together to help the body fight infections.
Simply copy and paste this URL - http://www.expertnutritionadvisor.com/dr-gerry-graham - into your
browser, register your name and email, then enter your login information. Once you enter the site select
Patient Education from the main menu, then Supplements, then Standard Process. From the list select
the above 6 recommended nutrients and start their videos.
Please call us with any questions at 303 696-6532.
Thank you
Dr. Gerry Graham III
President: LazrPulsr System

